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This month’s meeting. Our Speaker for
February 19th will be Bill King, who

gave us a very interesting talk last year all
about the World War II airfields of the
Cotswolds. This month he will be telling us
about the Air Transport Auxiliary (ATA).
The ATA were all volunteers and mainly
ladies. It was their job to ferry the aircraft
from the factories to the RAF bases where
they would go into service. If his last talk
is anything to go by I am sure it will be an
evening to remember. There will be a
collection for one of Bill's favoured
charity's afterwards. The Flying Shack bar
will be open at 7.00pm for those of you
who would like to have a drink and a chat
prior to the talk which will start at 8.00pm
sharp. I look foreword to seeing you all
there.  Nick.

Quote of the Month

“Learning should be fun. If you don't
have fun in aviation then you don't

learn and when learning stops, you die.” —

Pete Campbell, FAA

Report of the Club AGM

The Meeting took place at the Flying
Shack on 22nd January 2014. A

summary of the proceedings follows:-

Chairman’s Report

Happy New Year and good evening.
Welcome to the AGM of the SVMC

2014. The previous year has had its mo-
ments both great and sad. While we think
back to those glorious days flying last
year, one must also remember the families
left behind by fallen comrades in recent
months.

Moving on to happier things, the summer
fly-ins were the most successful ever in
quantity, quality and attendance. This was
due, in no small part, to Myron's sterling
efforts at organisation and persuading new
and old airfield owners to allow us the use
of their strips for our fantastic pastime –
and, of course, the weather!

Our winter talks have been exciting and
full of charm, Dave Sykes was a fantastic
example of the things you can do in our
humble machines. Many thanks to Nick for
his continued exertions here.

Bill, our steadfast and hard-working
Airscrew editor is still exceeding himself
after many years at the helm of our Club
newsletter. It continues, I feel, to provide
a great link to ongoing activities within the
Club while offering a virtual noticeboard
for ourselves across the counties. It is
great to see it still thriving as a digital
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version so thanks Bill for continuing to
keep us updated and informed.

Of course our Club could not hold any of
our wonderful events without the support
of many members, airfield owners and
some very kind people throughout the
year. To them all, I say thank you.

As our Club grows gracefully old, we
must keep updating and tweaking to
make sure it continues to thrive and,
above all, attract new people to our
ranks. One of these potential updates has
already been mentioned in Airscrew and
I pass you on to Paul who has been doing
the unenviable job of keeping tabs on the
Club's finances and has some proposals
to discuss with you.

Treasurer’s Report

A summary schedule showing two
versions of the Club accounts for

2013 is attached and was circulated at
the meeting, showing the net deficit with
either the charitable donations included
or excluded. The last time the Club had a
surplus at the end of the year was in
2008. The Treasurer referred to the e-
mail (and letter) sent out to members in
October outlining the financial position of
the Club and stated his opinion that
things should not continue on the present
basis as the Club could ultimately run out
of funds. The Committee did not set strict
budgets for individual Club activities as
current policy was to take full advantage
of any weather and speaker opportunities
that were available. However, as this was
resulting in the annual deficits, it was a
matter for Club members to consider
whether this approach should continue,
and, if so, accept a concomitant increase
in subscriptions, or to accept an approach
of limiting the cost of Club activities in
any year to the subscriptions received in
that year.

The Club had agreed at the previous AGM
to set aside a total of £250 for donations
to named charities. However, at Club
events during the year, collections were

also made for charities which, in 2013,
raised over £1000. The committee took
the view that donations to charity should
be a personal matter and, in view of this,
proposed that central donations from the
Club itself should cease. It was agreed
unamimously, after prolonged debate,
that the Club should not make donations
to charity and that included those agreed
at last year’s AGM.

The question of BBQ catering was also
raised in the light of the unpredictability
of the numbers likely to attend and the
Club’s contribution to the cost. Several
suggestions were made as to ways of
dealing with this situation but all incurred
additional and, perhaps, unnecessary
administrative implications. It was

agreed that the Committee would

look at this whole matter and come

back with some suggestions.

Considerable debate centred around the
appropriate level of reserves that should
be maintained. The Treasurer took the
view that it was prudent to retain
expenditure cover in the region of 18
months of expenses, and that
subscriptions should be raised by £5,
even taking into account the above
mentioned vote to eliminate charitable
donations, to stabilise the reductions in
reserves over recent years and to rebuild
them accordingly. He proposed that
subscriptions would then be altered
either up or down in future years to
maintain reserves roughly at this level,
and that the Club should continue the
current policy of taking full advantage of
weather and other opportunites to run
enjoyable events rather than limit
expenditures using set budgets based on
actual subscriptions received in that
particular year. Accordingly, he proposed
that annual subscriptions for 2014 should
rise to £25 for e-mail and £32 for hard
copies. It was agreed by a majority

vote that subscriptions should be

increased as proposed for 2014.
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Committee Posts

Fly-in coordinator

The post of Fly-in Coordinator was
vacant and nominations were invited.

It was proposed and seconded that

Andy Virgoe and Alan Coulon

undertake these duties and agreed

unamimously.

Winter Events Organiser

Nick’s term of office will come to an
end in August and a replacement is

sought. There were no nominations.

Awards

Chairman’s Award

This year’s Chairman’s Award was
quite easy to assign. This person

stands out most in the Club for his
ongoing behind the scenes commitment
to the SVMC and his drive to record all
our fly-ins in digital format ably assisted
by Wendy. The award goes to Bruce

Morgan

Spitfire Award

The award this year is going to the
person who has delivered outstanding

services to the Club - and hopefully will
continue to do so – and tirelessly
publishes Airscrew without fuss or
bother. The award goes to Bill Austin.

Any Other Business

Nick informed members of the
discount deal which he has arranged

with Pooleys. A discount of 5% is
available on most purchases by using the
agreed code when at the checkout stage.
Not only this but the Club also receives a
commission on the transaction.

How to get your Pooleys discount

Once you have added the products you
want to your basket, start the

checkout process. On one of the checkout
pages, you will be asked if you have a
promotional code - enter SVMC here. On
the next page, the discount will be shown
as deducted.

Membership Forms 2014

To save unnecessary paperwork it has
been decided to dispense with the

requirement for existing Club members
to complete an application form when
renewing their membership for 2014.
However, this means that it is up to you
to inform the Editor of any change in your
details. This applies particularly to e-mail
addresses as this is the prime method of
communicating with members especially
during the fly-in/fly-out season.

Subscriptions should be sent to the
Treasurer as soon as possible, or handed
to him at this month’s meeting. The

postal address  is Pencarrag Farm,

Llanbadoc, Usk, Monmouthshire,

NP15 1TL.

LAA introduces its own consultation

– The LAA Change Challenge

There has been much recent coverage
of the Government Red Tape

Challenge and the steps the CAA is taking
to remove unnecessary regulation and
bureaucracy from the lives of the GA
community. The challenge was
underpinned by a consultation offering
the general public the opportunity to
make suggestions and pass comment on
what they thought needed to be put
right. Thankfully the respondents were,
on the whole, very supportive of
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organisations such as the LAA. In many
ways the results of the recent initiatives
show that the CAA is itself moving
towards the model of proportionality that
the LAA (and before that the PFA) has
practiced over many years, carefully
tailoring the rules and requirements to
match the actual risks and expectations
of the aircraft types and activities
concerned, rather than imposing a ‘one
rule suits all’.

Whilst it is easy to look at others and
quickly identify faults and failings, it is
after all human nature, it is often much
harder to examine ourselves for those
areas which need improvement or a
rethink. We think that the continuing
high levels of activity and energy in the
LAA scene, and fair comparison with the
situation in neighbouring countries,
shows that we’ve got it about right, but
no business should rest on its laurels and
with so much change presently in the air
we have decided that we should open our
own consultation, the “LAA Change
Challenge”. Members will have the
opportunity to share with the board, the
staff and other members, their thoughts
and ideas on what perhaps needs to be
changed at the LAA. The consultation is
open to comments on any aspect of the
association from magazine editorial to
the Pilot Coaching Scheme, Strut and
club governance to engineering
practices, in fact any topic you feel needs
attention.

Full details of how to participate in the
consultation can be found  on the LAA
website -
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/
. Don’t worry if you don’t have access to
the internet, you can still submit your
comments and suggestions simply by
writing to “LAA Change Challenge” at the
normal Turweston address, remembering
to include your name and membership
number.

The consultation will open on the 1st
February 2014 and will run until the 28th

February 2014. We will collate the input
and publish a full response to the
consultation on 31st March 2014.

Dates for your Diary
20th – 21st April  Halfpenny Green (EG-
BO), Wings & Wheels Fly-in. Vintage vehi-
cles, stalls, entertainment. Landing fee £7.
For information call 01384 221378

24th – 25th May Halfpenny Green (EGBO),
Wings & Wheels Fly-in. Second World War
re-enactors, encampments, displays, vehi-
cles. Evening dance. For information call
01384 221378, for hangar dance tickets call
01384 221350

30th May – 1st June Sywell - Aero-Expo.
More information at www.expo.aero/uk

1st – 6th April USA - Sun ‘n Fun, Lakeland,
Florida. Information at www.sun-n-fun.org

20th – 29th June Somewhere in the Mid-
lands, Fly UK. Will visit Land’s End and John
O’Groats. Raising funds for Children with
Cancer. Register at www.fly-uk.org.

28th July – 3rd August USA - Airventure,
Oshkosh, Wisconsin. More information at
www.airventure.org

2nd – 3rd August Lundy Island, Anglo

Welsh Fly-in. Tug o’ War between the two
nations on the island. Contact Pete White
01752 406660 or 07805 805679 or
pete@aeronca.co.uk

9th – 16th August Hungary - World

Microlight Championships, Dunaùjvaros.
More information at www.fai.org/microlight-
and-paramotor
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